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About This Game

Talisman Digital Edition - The Magical Quest Game for 1 to 6 players.

The officially licensed multiplayer version of the classic fantasy adventure board game, Talisman.

In Talisman Digital Edition, there are 14 characters a player can control, from the heroic Warrior to the powerful Sorceress. In
this perilous adventure, players battle it out to journey across a dangerous land and be the first to claim the Crown of Command,

a magical artefact with the power to destroy all rivals and make the bearer the true ruler of the kingdom. On your travels, you
will need strength, courage and some good dice rolls to survive the dangers you face and beat your opponents to the centre of the

board.

Features -

Multiplayer modes for up to 6 players.

Play against AI opponents.

14 characters to choose from.

17 powerful spells to cast.

Many expansions available.
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Detailed, interactive tutorial.

Based on the Revised 4th Edition by Fantasy Flight Games.

Frequently Asked Questions
What is Talisman?

Talisman is a board game in which you move around the board building up your character’s strength and magic power by
battling monsters, finding treasures, completing quests and trying to be the first player to reach the centre space – the Crown of

Command.

Can I play dirty?
That’s at the very core of Talisman! Cast spells at other players to make them miss turns! Steal from them! Turn them into

toads! Send powerful allies to do your fighting for you!

How replayable is the game?
The emergent nature of the game means that every game will tell its own tale. The board starts with just the playing pieces and

builds up to become a land filled with terrible danger and fabulous treasure! As you move around the board, you must make
careful decisions about where to travel as each space can become more dangerous or more helpful as the game progresses. To
help you get around, players can use things like teleporting, magic portals and fate, which allows you to re-roll your dice to get

different results.

How long is a game of Talisman?
The physical board game can take 2-5 hours with 6 players, but our digital version cuts that down drastically, with an offline 6

player game typically taking no more than 1 hour. Offline and online games can be saved and resumed at any time so your
adventures can take as long as you like! We’ve also added some features which decrease the length of games – House rules and
Runestone cards. House rules change the basic rules slightly to speed-up the game and Runestone cards, exclusive to this digital

edition, give characters extra abilities and allow them to become very powerful much quicker, making for shorter games.

Is there a hotseat mode?
Yes! Look your opponents in the eyes as you face them in deadly combat or sneak up from the shadows and steal their favourite

items! All of the fun and social enjoyment of the physical game is captured in the digital version, but with no setup time!

What’s included with the base game and are there expansions?
For the initial purchase, everything that you get with the physical board game is included – all of the characters, spells and
adventure cards, plus a few bonuses we've added. Many expansions are available now. These add lots more spells, events,

monsters, characters and alternative endings! Extra characters are also available to purchase, including rare characters from
Talisman’s history.

Talisman © Games Workshop Limited 1983, 1985, 1994, 2007. Talisman: Digital Edition © Games Workshop Limited 2015.
Games Workshop, Talisman, Talisman: Digital Edition, the foregoing marks’ respective logos and all associated marks, logos,

characters, products and illustrations from the Talisman game are either ®, TM and/or © Games Workshop Limited
1983–2015, variably registered in the UK and other countries around the world. This edition published under license to Nomad
Games Ltd. Nomad Games is the registered trademark Nomad Games Limited. All Rights Reserved to their respective owners.
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Talisman <3. If you decide to play, especially single player, be prepared to pull your hair out. The game loves to "randomly" let
you roll mostly negatively. Played through numerous attempts, and I get 1-3 about 85% of the time during combat, and enemies
get 4-6 pretty much always. Seriously, I can predict with high accuracy when I'm going to roll crap. Also, if I have a strength
character, usually end up fighting non-stop craft enemies, and craft characters non-stop strength. Last play through was an
assassin, and I hit a STR 9, followed by a STR 8, followed by a Craft 7.

It's a game done well in terms of pacing, sound effects, and user interface; I just feel like the RNG is biased against the player(s)
and heavily in favor of the enemies\/AI. I've never had it crash, and only rarely does the dice dive off the table and need to be re-
rolled.. It's an awesome board game with ton of interesting mechanics. Just don't buy Season Pass - it's bad. As long as you play
online - other players can share all DLC with you while you have only base game.. Talisman: Digital Edition currently has 95
characters, 1861 playing cards, 7 map regions, and 43 game modes,

Only 14 characters, 162 cards, 3 regions, and 2 game modes are available in the base game.

Everything else is DLC - and it ain't exactly cheap.

I definitely can't recommend the base game by it self - heck, I doubt even a hardcore Talisman BG fanboy would recommend
the base game on its own: in a single 3-hour game I managed to get a firm grasp on what the starter pack had to offer, and it isn't
much.

Honestly, a game with this much locked content really ought to be Free to Play - it would make it a lot more accessible to new
players, and they could make informed decisions on which DLC packs to purchase based on their gameplay experiences.

EDIT: Forgot about the Sewers and Ancient Tombs mini-dungeons added by the Deep Realms pack - Deep Realms is free, but
in order to access it you need to purchase the City and Dungeon expansions first.
(so technically there are 9 regions total if you own the Kingdom Expansion bundle). Long games but very enjoyable. So, they
took away runestones unless you purchased the DLC season passes which is really scummy. All the years I've had this game, you
played it to level up your profile level and unlocked runestones. I personally have the DLC, which means I had the runestones,
but all the work my friends put in to the game to unlock runestones is now gone, and it makes no sense to play with runestones
enabled now. Not to mention all the wasted effort to unlock them.

This is insane. The developers can try vomiting the BS they will try to do to defend their disgusting actions, but this is
completely uncalled for. Combined with the fiasco of their season pass literally not doing what it specified, this is Electronic
Arts levels of scum. Either get funding if you need the money to work on this game, or work on something else. Don't do stupid
crap like this and then turn around and actually DEFEND it.. Season NOT-pass

The company decided that the Season Pass does no longer mean you bought all the incoming content, despite the promise they
made when they introduced the season pass for Talisman Digital and sold it to a large number of players including myself. All of
a sudden new content has to be bought separately. The company behind the game justifies
their\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665move by claiming they didn't really mean "all the new content", but just the
content they count as a part of the 4th edition of the game. To avoid the complete hate they decided to make an exception for
people who bought the season pass between January 10th - 27th 2014. If you were the chosen one - good for you, if not - please
enjoy the greasy finger up your a$$.. When I bought this game it worked almost like in real life - I need basic client for people
to join my host game with dlcs and everyone could choose character from dlc - thats fair. The only reason I bought it for me and
my gf - sometimes it's more comfortable to play 1on1 on digital version. Few months ago 'bad updates' have started apearing.
Now you need to buy all the dlcs enabled on host game to have all characters available... At start I thought about buying season
pass (all current and feauture dlcs) - lucky me I didn't do it - they changed terms even for people who already bought it (is it
legal?!). More and more bugs after each update and more irritation. New feature effects breaks more than giving fun. It's harder
and harder to recommend. I'm really disappointed about how this game evolves. Can't recommend for now - maybe in future if
ANYTHING will change in good way (including bug fixing).. I'm a casual gamer and I've never actually played the board game.
I have only played against AI and have no opinion on multiplayer.

The game itself is pretty fun and charming. I've played a couple games and it takes about 1-3 hours to finish. I got 4 of the
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expansions on sale but have only played the base game so far in order to get familiar. Good balance between strategy and luck.

The digital release of the game has a few issues that should be mentioned. The UI isn't bad but I have experienced a few times
not being shown the cards it was trying to display (though it was only 2 times and never again so maybe it was just a fluke). I
also I think a "Go Back" or "Cancel" button would have been nice. The AI is at a times cutthroat and other times erratic. At the
start everything usually plays fine and I've seen the AI do many very competitive actions. Toward the end, particularly when you
get to the end space and start casting the command spell, sometimes the AI does attempt to race to the end in order to stop\/beat
you, but half the time it just does random things (last game I played the last remaining AI just ran around amassing gold and
ignored the fact that it had a talisman and sufficient power to attempt to make it to the center and beat me, another time the AI
simply refused to leave the corner with the chapel, even at full capacity of lives, just going back and forth between that and a
healer and making no attempt to do anything but keep its existence going). I guess its no surprise that an AI can't truly replicate
the experience of playing with other people and the issue has really only become a problem at the end when the game is pretty
much over...but there is one more issue that adds insult to injury with this. The die rolls seem unnaturally low. The game still
plays fine with that, maybe sort of balancing with the AI issues...but at the end you need to repeatedly roll high numbers in order
for the game to end. The endgame length is exponentially increased since it takes so long to roll high, your opponents get extra
time to find a way to heal. I actually had to quit the game when the AI was just looping to healers. Which isn't a big deal, you
could just shut it off and know you won..but you miss out on the goals and achievements and runestones for the time you put
into the game (if only the AI could concede defeat in those extreme cases or something...)

All that said, I'm still enjoying the game a lot, and its well worth the asking price. Just be aware of the quirks, the game plays
fine. Decent graphics and sound in my opinion.
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There is nothing 'random' about the randomness of this game, it will give you the worst possible result 80% of the time. The
number skew often to the player rolling 1's and the AI rolling 6's. 1:20 games might get you to the end without frustration..
releases a season pass that says it will include all future content then goes back on that and stops including DLC in the season
pass. vile practices by this company. do not buy. "However, we have had customers who have highlighted that when they fully
invested in supporting Talisman it was during a time that we promised all content for the game and we have since changed the
terms of the product they supported."

Cool, screw the fans and supporters. Don't buy this game, this is another classic case of 'screw the fans for money'. At some
point, if people boycott them, they may learn or go out of business.

Since you changed your terms, I want a refund for the entire game, these are not the terms I signed up for anymore, so they are
now void.. Tiny expensive dlc mania.... Another dev nickel and diming people to death. Uninstalled a long time ago.. Not so
much a review as it is my take on this whole latest trend of downvoting the game because of "false season pass advertising"

Picked this game with the season pass on sale over 4 years ago. Cost me like 20 bucks at the time...I NEVER expected to get the
value out of that 20 bucks that would eventually follow in the years to come. Don't play it as often as I used to but it still
manages to be my most played game on my account by far. I don't believe another game will come close to matching it.

It's a game that often rewards good decision making, careful reading and most times that ballsy gamble. Then there are those
RNG moments that drive you up the wall cuz dice are funny like that. But I love it despite some of those rough "early patch"
moments the day after a new DLC but they always get ironed out eventually.

They're still releasing content for this game even today and now it's their own orginal content, so i'll gladly pay. The 20 bucks
gave me so much of the original game's value already.

So to all the whiners complaining about price points....wait for a sale. Seriously...

And if memory serves you don't even NEED to own any of it to play it online. So long as one person has it, the content is
available to anyone a part of that lobby. Pick it up base for 2 bucks right now (GW Sale at the time of writing this), find
someone with the content and go nuts.. -I cannot recommend this game because of the broken and poorly designed 'Private
Game' multiplayer save functionality.
- I really do enjoy the game overall and it's a shame that I cannot enjoy it with my friends due to the poor save game
functionality.
-Obviously your team actively supports and creates content for this product.I would suggest you bite the bullet and redesign the
whole autosave idea for private games. A) I want to have more than one save slot for private games B) the resume game
function does not work for me and my friend C)multiplayer games have literally had named save slots since the 90s, it shouldn't
be that difficult
-I know it would suck to redesign this, but just accept that the current system is flawed\/broken and spend a few weeks fixing it

PROS
-Great for single player
-Faithful to the board game
-Tons of content
-Rules variations
-Quirky yet fun fantasy artwork
-Good soundtrack
-Fun game overall

CONS
-Multiplayer save system is a joke, cannot continue a game (games last many hours) with their 'resume game' function
-No multiplayer save slots, only can resume last multiplayer game
-UI is slightly confusing at times. Rubbish game by poor developers.

UI is hideous.
Gameplay is slow, boring and broken. You're sat waiting while a spellcaster casts spell, draws another spell, casts spell, draws
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another spell etc finally ending a turn ages later... but wait its not your turn yet... two others to wait out first... oh but one DC'd...
lets just start the whole turn again.... *CRAP CRAP CRAP*
Broken 'new' content that is completely overpowered making the vanilla character useless - which by the way new chars are like
2 quid each for like 20 new broken characters. Money-grabbing shyte.

And 1GB updates like 5 years later basically trying to relaunch the same crap game and content plus another crap DLC to a new
wave of muppets with the modern robbery phrase of "season pass" meaning they can choose to keep fleecing people over and
over each new "season".. Crap Devs trying to milk stupid people. Don't waste your money being stupid - there are thousands of
better games out there to spend your money on.
. Tried it several times and each time I play it makes mistakes on the rules...probably game bugs, Very annoying. It's a great
physical board game so I keep trying to play the application, but I keep getting bugs. I'll probably try again in a few weeks...wish
it just worked and got everything right.

Boardgaming since 1982! :). Annoying Bugs
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